PASSING LAMPS

Arrow
#500 Passing (clear, sealed)

Auto Radiator
Passing #22 and #32 (clear, sealed)

B-L-C
Passing 5 3/4" (clear)
Passing 5 3/4" (clear, sealed)
Passing 5 3/4" (Model 2002)
Passing 6 11/16" (clear)

Cat's Eye
Passing #11 and #111 (clear, sealed)

Dietz
Passing #900 and #909 (clear, sealed)
Passing #510 (clear, sealed)

Do-Ray
#600 Passing (clear, sealed)

Guide
Passing 5 3/4" (clear)
Passing 5 3/4" (clear, sealed)
Passing 5 3/4" (Model 2002)
Booster Beam passing (clear)
Passing 6 11/16" (clear)
Passing 7 7/8" (clear)

K. D.
#866 (clear)

Solar (C. N. Hall)
Passing (clear)

Stream-O-Lite
Passing #411 (clear, sealed)

Unity
Glaseal Passing (clear)

SAE Identification Code of Passing Lamps: Manufacturer’s name or trademark and SAE-Z for Passing Lamps plus last two digits of year.

Aris Products Company
Aris 1010

Blazer International Corporation
Quartzray 22 w
Quartzray 32 c

PASSING LAMPS
(continued)

Blue Fox Industries
GHIA 175 (GE Q4051)

Cibie Projecteurs
Cibie 95

General Electric Company
Q 4051
QE 4051

General Motors Corporation
BLC 856-J BLC 2025-A
BLC 2002-L Guide 856-K
BLC 2002-M Guide 2002-L
BLC 2012-A Guide 2013-A
BLC 2020-A Guide 2025-A
BLC 2022-A

Lucas Electric Services
LR 6
LR 8

Optronics, Inc.
Optronics S-120000-11 or S-120000-11A with/ 7706 sealed unit
Optronics 5449 (black coating) (to be used on an approved low beam and/or passing lamp housing)

Auxiliary Lamp Housing

B-L-C (Model 2002)
Dietz (Model 510)
Guide (Model 2002)